
Isaiah 76. (8) 66.

that the belt. Zodiacs believe use the belt.

And. they divided, it into a dozen sections, aM they named those sections after

pictures which I suppose as they at there and. looked at those at night they would

imagine pictures. Now as we look at those pictures they are pretty bard to imagine,

Go to the planetarium and. bear a lecture on them. They will make the picture up there.

They show you all the stars up there. Then they will make the picture of the stars. And

about 2/3 of the picture has been filled. in by imagination. I You take the great bear

here. That's the most conspiculoue of the constellations probably. The great bear, and

it is a lot easier to imagine it as a dipper than a bear. We often call it the big

dipper. But to make it a bear you have to add all kinds of things to it. Largely

imaginary and. yet that official name is bear. Of course the most oon.picu].oua of the

constellations - the bear is perhaps the most because it is always visible. The most

conspiculous in the northern hmahk heavens is probably Orion. Orion is supposed to

represent a hunter, and. it is fairly easy to imagine the bead.. One star for a head., one

star for a foot and three stars for a belt. But after all that's pretty fragmentary,

but they are very very bright stars. And. then there is a little group of stars which go

this way obliquely which is the sword., It goes down at a little angle and. that's very

nice because if all the sky is obscure except the sword. you can draw a line from the

sword clear across the sky and. get about the height above the earth that the north star

would. be and. that's where the north star will be - where this belt is. And Orion goes

all around the heavens but that sword always points toward the north star. It is very

useful to find the north, if you are out in the desert or in the sea somewhere. So that

it looks like the picture, but it takes a lot of imagination at that.

So r inclination is to think that they might just as well hit entirely upon a

different picture. They tried. out of those stars to fit the Picture. Well, anyway they
did. make a dertain something and. that was made very, very early. And we don't know who

by, passed on by the Babylonians and. studied. by the Greeks and we use those names today.

Of course, astrologers figured. where the planets were and. which part of the zodiac when
a person was born and tried. to make a story of their life from it and. that's all given

now, But there are a few Christian students who have thought that they should go tbroug
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